WE HONOR & EMPOWER
WOUNDED WARRIORS

CONNECT → SERVE → EMPOWER

CONNECT
WE CONNECT warriors, their families, and caregivers to:
★ Peers
★ Programs
★ Communities

SERVE
WE SERVE by providing free:
★ Mental health and wellness
★ Physical health and wellness
★ Career and benefits counseling
★ Support for the most severely injured

EMPOWER
WE EMPOWER warriors to:
★ Live life on their own terms
★ Mentor fellow warriors
★ Embody the WWP logo by carrying their peers toward recovery
THANKS TO THE GENEROSITY OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC,

Wounded Warrior Project (WWP) provides free programs and services to address the needs of wounded warriors and fill gaps in government care. The demand for our programs and services has grown from serving a handful of injured veterans to now serving tens of thousands, and we continue to receive hundreds of new registrations from injured veterans, their families, and caregivers each month.

WOUNDED WARRIOR
SEAN KARPF
WITH HIS FAMILY

CONNECT
- Received WWP backpack at Walter Reed National Military Medical Center

SERVE
- Participated in WWP intensive educational program and learned job interview skills
- Learned ways to live with PTSD and depression through WWP mental health support
- Wife, Brandi, able to stay with Sean at Walter Reed because of WWP-backed caregiver legislation

EMPOWER
- Landed internship with Jacksonville Jaguars
- Helps warriors by sharing his story of service, sacrifice, and recovery

WOUNDED WARRIOR
LISA CRUTCH

CONNECT
- Joined WWP intensive educational program

SERVE
- Received financial assistance from WWP to make household ends meet
- Participates in WWP mental health retreats and cycling events

EMPOWER
- Working toward bachelor’s degree and mentors other warriors, both independently and as a peer mentor at WWP mental health retreats

WOUNDED WARRIOR
CARLOS DE LEÓN
WITH HIS FAMILY

CONNECT
- Joined WWP intensive educational program

SERVE
- Working toward bachelor’s degree
- Learned how to live with PTSD through WWP Peer Support program
- Wife, Jellica, attends WWP caregiver family support events

EMPOWER
- Found new purpose in life as a husband and father
- Helps other warriors learn coping techniques and engage in community service opportunities by leading a Peer Support Group

WOUNDED WARRIOR
CHRIS GORDON
WITH HIS WIFE

CONNECT
- Received WWP backpack at Walter Reed National Military Medical Center

SERVE
- Learned to overcome physical wounds through WWP cycling events and camaraderie-building outings
- Wife, Christy, attends WWP caregiver family support events

EMPOWER
- Helps warriors by sharing his story of service, sacrifice, and recovery

WOUNDED WARRIOR
BILL GEIGER
WITH HIS FAMILY

CONNECT
- Called WWP call center to ask about mental health support and was registered with WWP that day

SERVE
- Learned to live with PTSD by engaging with other warriors with similar experiences
- Along with wife and caregiver, Sara, received tools for combating PTSD through the new WWP Warrior Care Network™

EMPOWER
- Helps warriors at WWP summits
- Helps warriors learn about advanced outpatient mental health care by speaking on behalf of WWP Warrior Care Network

WOUNDED WARRIOR
MARK LALLI

CONNECT
- Met WWP staffer while recovering in hospital

SERVE
- Engaged with fellow amputee warrior who positively changed outlook on life while confined to a wheelchair
- Learned to manage survivor’s guilt while participating in WWP Peer Support and equine therapy events

EMPOWER
- Serves on board of directors for an equine therapy farm, where he fell in love with — and married — his wife and caregiver Margo
- Helps other warriors and disabled civilians experience equine therapy

WE EXIST TO HONOR & EMPOWER WOUNDED WARRIORS ★